
TREATMENT IN GERMANY: WHY IS IT
WORTH CONSIDERING?

The question of where to get treatment arises, as a rule, when there
is already a preliminary diagnosis. Consequently, the decision about
where and how to be treated should be made quickly. At the same
time, not all possible options are often considered, as people do not
have enough information about undergoing treatment abroad. We
are here to explore the option of medical treatment in Germany.

Why consider Germany?

World medicine today offers a wide range of treatment options in different countries. That is why
there is no need to limit yourself to the possibilities of treatment in the native country.

Germany is one of the leaders in the list of countries with the healthcare system being advanced.
The reasons for this include a high quality of medical services, a complex of preventive measures,
and the timely detection of health risks (these have helped to increase life expectancy in Germany).
An exceptional educational system in German medical schools provides the country with
extraordinary and talented doctors. And the list isn’t limited to only these aspects. Germany has long
been accepting foreign patients for treatment.

German hospitals are healthcare facilities that use both international protocols and their own
developments. All methods are aimed at organ preservation and reaching the best functional results.
It is worth mentioning that Germany is the country where the first laparoscopic and endoscopic
surgeries were performed.

The quality of German health care is also a crucial factor for many patients looking for treatment. In
German clinics, special attention is paid to making patients feel comfortable. As for rehabilitation, it
takes a long time after almost any surgical intervention to recover from it fully. Thus, specialists
practice an individual approach, which enables achieving impressive results.

Challenging aspects of undergoing treatment in Germany

Let’s look at aspects that can be challenging for patients seeking treatment in Germany.

The first one would be the belief that treatment in Germany is more expensive than in some other
European countries (Greece, the Czech Republic, etc.). In most cases, it exceeds the cost of
treatment in the local healthcare institutions. However, an optimal organization of your medical
program can significantly reduce expenses; this should be a priority.

The second issue is connected with the hospital choice. There are a lot of good clinics in Germany,
but making a choice can be complicated. First, clinics do not advertise themselves. Second,
understanding the statistical data requires special knowledge; and, generally, many other difficulties
in this area arise. As a solution, you can use the outside expertise to help you decide on the hospital.
Specialized companies make up-to-date ratings, systematically collect information, and share
knowledge and experience with patients, saving time and making the "torment of choosing" a
medical facility easier.



Thirdly, there’s a waiting aspect. It can take a long time to receive an answer and make an
appointment if you do it yourself. However, for a company that directly cooperates with medical
institutions the waiting period is minimal.

The fourth issue is, of course, a medical visa to travel and the question of how to get it during a
lockdown. The answer is simple – a specialized company can help you with that, so you should not
worry about it.

The fifth issue is medications being available in one country and unavailable in another. Well, they
say there’s no "one-size-fits-all solution", but you can purchase medicines in another country in a
sufficient amount for the entire therapeutic course.

All of the above can be taken over by Booking Health. Booking Health is one of the most transparent
medical tourism companies globally. The company provides patients with many helpful services,
including providing a personal interpreter, a cost of treatment guarantee, and insurance against
complications. Booking Health has been working during a lockdown to help as many people to
undergo medical treatment in Germany as possible.
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